Abstract-We discuss the concept of directness in the context of spatial interaction with visualization. In particular, we propose a model that allows practitioners to analyze and describe the spatial directness of interaction techniques, ultimately to be able to better understand interaction issues that may affect usability. To reach these goals, we distinguish between different types of directness. Each type of directness depends on a particular mapping between different spaces, for which we consider the data space, the visualization space, the output space, the user space, the manipulation space, and the interaction space. In addition to the introduction of the model itself, we also show how to apply it to several real-world interaction scenarios in visualization, and thus discuss the resulting types of spatial directness, without recommending either more direct or more indirect interaction techniques. In particular, we will demonstrate descriptive and evaluative usage of the proposed model, and also briefly discuss its generative usage.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE ability to interactively explore a visual representation is a core aspect of all visualization systems [1, Ch. 1.7] . It facilitates the inspection of data by users and thus increases their understanding of the data "by orders of magnitude."
1 Some researchers even argue that visualizations cannot exist without interactive exploration abilities [2, Ch. 1 ]. Yet, the interaction with visualizations has repeatedly [3] , [4] and recently [5] been named as still being one of the field's major research challenges.
Naturally, many different ways of interaction with data visualizations exist (e.g., [6] ), each with its own characteristics. In this article we focus on those interaction techniques that provide some sort of spatial input to control the outcome of an interaction. For example, we are concerned with interaction techniques such as view manipulation and zooming, navigation, object and cutting plane manipulation, picking, selection by means of subspace specification, selection by means of brushing, and line/curve placement and manipulation. One of the most frequently used ways to classify these interaction techniques is whether they are direct (e.g., [7] , [8] ) or indirect (e.g., [9] , [10] ). For example, direct manipulation [11] , [12] is typically described as a property that is beneficial for interactive systems, in visualization and otherwise. Unfortunately, the terms referring to the directness 2 of the spatial interaction are largely used by intuition and without a clear definition. For example, "direct-touch" interaction with a visualization could be seen either as direct if one explores, for instance, a 2D scatterplot on a touch table. On the other hand, it could also be seen as indirect if one navigates though the (projected) visualization of a 3D point cloud on a touch-sensitive display, even though in both cases a form of input is being used that is said to be "direct" (e.g., [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] ). These examples demonstrate that we need a clear definition and a conceptual model of spatial interaction directness, in particular for the domain of visualization because it deals with multiple spaces and mappings between them.
In the past, researchers in the human-computer interaction (HCI) community have discussed the notion of directness of interaction and manipulation in general. Hutchins et al. [21] , in particular, identified distance and engagement as two phenomena that give rise to the feeling of the degree of directness with respect to a manipulation interface, as well as two forms of distance that are relevant-semantic and articulatory distance. They also discuss advantages as well as disadvantages for both direct and indirect manipulation. On the one hand, this discussion from HCI can be applied to our field of visualization. On the other hand, however, it is not specific enough for the multiple pipeline steps (e.g., [2] , [22] ) and spatial reference frames (e.g., [23] ) of data, graphical representation, interaction input, and interaction effect/result.
In this article we thus propose a model that, instead of assigning the generic tag "direct" or "indirect" to a given interaction or to an entire visualization system, discusses the different mappings between the involved spaces and describes the directness of each of these mappings independently. With our model we hope to assist both researchers and practitioners in better understanding the implications of directness and indirectness when building interactive visualization systems, as both can have specific benefits and costs.
PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
To better illustrate the problem we are addressing, to explain the different frames of reference, and to support the following introduction of our new model, we begin by describing two practical interactive visualization scenarios: one that deals with spatial data and a second one based on non-spatial data.
Spatial Data Scenario. Consider the task of specifying a 3D location in a visualization that is based on direct volume rendering 3 (DVR; e.g., [24] ). In this scenario, the data (e.g., a medical CT or MRI scan or a physical simulation) is defined on a grid in 3D (data) space. Next, a transfer function defines how the captured or simulated scalar data values are converted into optical properties, in particular opacity and color. In addition, the data volume is arranged with respect to a virtual camera such that the human observer sees a projection of the optical properties, governed by the DVR process. Typically, this projection is shown on a regular monoscopic PC monitor, but alternatives such as stereoscopic rendering (using one projection per eye; e.g., [25] , [26] ) and true 3D rendering (for which no algorithmic projection and composition are needed; e.g., [27] , [28] ) exist as well. For all these cases, however, the observers interpret what they see to understand the depiction as a representation of the 3D data, and to explore it accordingly.
Based on this scenario, we have several possibilities to interactively specify a 3D position in the data/visualization. For visualizations displayed on a monoscopic screen of a typical workstation, users can point to a position in the projection for which then the 3D location in the data has to be deduced algorithmically from the specified 2D position. The act of pointing itself can be facilitated by moving a mouse on the table next to the PC which controls a cursor, or by placing a finger on a 2D (touch) screen that shows the projection. Alternatively, the 3D location could also be specified by means of dedicated sliders that are part of the interface, each slider controlling one of the three spatial coordinates. In case of stereoscopic rendering, the 3D position can also be taken from a tracked 3D interaction device, held either in front of (e.g., CAVE [25] ) or behind (e.g., HMD [29] ) the stereoscopic projection. Alternatively, in the same case, the hands of the interacting person can be tracked in 3D space (e.g., [27] ).
Non-Spatial Data Scenario. As a second example illustrating the problem we are addressing, we examine brushing-andlinking. Consider a linked multi-view visualization [30] , [31] , [32] , where-for the purpose of this example-a parallel coordinates view [33] is linked with a 2D scatterplot view to facilitate the analysis of multi-dimensional data. The user shall be able to apply brushing to any of these views in order to update the other, such that only a subset of the data is visualized. The data can be considered to be provided by means of a table, where the columns represent the individual data attributes, and the rows the actual data items. A single data item is then mapped to a polyline that intersects the individual coordinate axes at positions determined by the corresponding attribute values. For a scatterplot, two data attributes are chosen and mapped to a Cartesian coordinate system where individual data items are typically represented as points. While, as in our first example, different output displays would also be possible for this scenario, we will only consider a conventional 2D display screen as the data and the views are inherently 2D. Based on this scenario, the user would have several possibilities to perform the brushing interaction. For both views the user can use the mouse to specify a region, to filter the data. In the case of parallel coordinates, this region would result in a selection of data items as well as data attributes, depending on which parts of the view are inside the region. In the 2D scatterplot, the selection region could either contain a subset of the data items, or a data range for one of the two depicted data attributes, in case it is performed on an axis. In addition to this region-based filtering, also more focused selection strategies are possible. In both representations, individual data items or an axis can be selected with the mouse.
Common Observations. The two examples described above show that there are several spaces-and mappings between them-involved in an interactive visualization. To be able to understand the directness of the underlying interaction, all these mappings need to be considered. For this purpose we may think of these mappings as having a distance. A mapping distance of zero would mean that two spaces are identical, while a large distance can be understood as the spaces to be mapped being considerably different. Hutchins et al.'s [21] model does not cover these distances between the mentioned spaces. Instead, Hutchins et al. use the term distance only to refer to the "relationship between the task the user has in mind and the way that task can be accomplished via the interface" [21] -their semantic and articulatory distances refer to expression of the user's intention/goal with the help of the provided interface. Ward and Yang [34] , in contrast, have previously discussed interaction spaces in the context of the visualization of abstract data including screen space, data value space, data structure space, attribute space, (3D) object space, and visualization structure space. Their discussion, however, only covers manipulations within these spaces (navigation, selection, and distortion), not the relationship between different spaces. We thus need to extend the discussion of spatial directness to the different distances for interactive visualization scenarios which exist, in one form or another, for virtually any type of interactive visualization. As this discussion results in a new model, we first discuss related visualization models and theories.
RELATED WORK
The notion of directness of interaction or manipulation and, in particular, the term direct manipulation in the context of computers has been around for over forty years [12] . Thus, it is not surprising that others [21] have examined this notion, have identified different types of directness, have proposed quantifications of the cognitive distance in direct manipulation interfaces [35] , [36] , and have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of such interfaces [37] . The goal of our model is to characterize the role of spatial interaction in visualization systems, with a particular focus on arriving at a more formal definition of the notion of directness. Thus, we want to develop a thorough understanding of the factors involved in this notion and how it potentially affects the fidelity of a visualization system, thus adding a discussion of issues with respect to the (mental and physical) mapping between different spatial spaces-these issues are orthogonal to models and concepts in the context of Norman's [38] gulfs of execution and evaluation [21] as well as his seven stages of action [39] or the related user action framework [40] . Our work is inspired by two main lines of investigation discussed below.
Theoretical Visualization Frameworks. Bertin's highly influential work [41] was one of the first to systematize different data types and suitable retinal variables. Since then, several conceptual models for visualization have been proposed, such as Silver's object-oriented model [42] , the P-set model of visual exploration by Jankun-Kelly et al. [43] , the distributed cognition model by Liu et al. [44] , or the predictive data-centered theory by Purchase et al. [45] . Vickers et al. [46] employed category theory and semiotics to facilitate an improved understanding of visualizations in practice. The conceptual framework of visual multiplexing by Chen et al. [47] facilitates the study of different mechanisms for integrating multiple pieces of visual information. Information theory has been shown to be a fruitful framework for conceptualizing the visualization process, as demonstrated by Chen and J€ anicke [48] , Xu et al. [49] , Wang and Shen [50] , and, most recently, Chen and Golan [51] . Demiralp et al. [52] proposed visual embedding as a constructive model for visualization and demonstrated it using applications such as neural tract coloring and the evaluation of tensor glyphs. Kindlmann and Scheidegger [53] presented an algebraic framework for arguing about the effectiveness of visual representations. Our work builds on these foundations, but specifically addresses how discrepancies between the interaction and visualization mappings may affect the visualization process.
Interactive Visualization Models. The most common view of the visualization process is that of a pipeline, and Upton et al. [54] were the first to propose the still ubiquitous abstraction consisting of the filtering, mapping, and rendering stages. In his seminal work, van Wijk [55] , [56] presented a model which incorporates perception and cognition as well as interactive exploration in order to argue about the value of visualization in an economic sense. Green et al. [57] further revised this model to make the interaction between perception, knowledge, and exploration more explicit. In their work, they also argue for the central role of direct interaction, but do not provide a more detailed explanation of what this entails. Keim et al. [58] , focusing on the visual analytics process, consider two interacting loops for data mining and visual data exploration. Jansen and Dragicevic [59] proposed an interaction model designed to incorporate physical visualizations. They discuss directness in the context of instrumental manipulation as introduced by Beaudouin-Lafon [60] , distinguishing between the degree of compatibility, the degree of indirection, and the degree of integration that a manipulation device may exhibit. Cordeil et al. [61] , finally, discuss the mapping of physical interactions to the data space. In this paper, we develop a more detailed model of interaction directness and its dimensions and show how it can be used to explain the perceived differences among particular scenarios.
A MODEL OF SPATIAL INTERACTION DIRECTNESS
Based on the observations made in Section 1 and the examples discussed in Section 2, we now derive our model of directness for interactions in visualization. Our approach is inspired by the work of Kindlmann and Scheidegger [53] who devised an algebraic model of visualization design to guide the design of visual encodings and to characterize their shortcomings. While their model focused on the process of visual mapping in terms of faithful representation of the underlying data by analyzing data symmetries and visualization symmetries, we aim to illuminate correspondences between visualization and interaction mechanisms. Hence, while we also use a diagrammatic representation of our model, its semantics and goals differ. As adumbrated in Section 2, our model describes the relationship between several spaces that are involved in an interactive visualization system.
The data space D is the space the data to be visualized lives in. For a volumetric data set or 3D scattered points this would be R 3 . The visualization space V represents the space a visualization (i.e., the result of the visual mappings applied to the data) lives in. In many cases, this space will be two-dimensional. Analogously, the interaction space I represents the space in which interaction schemes operate. For mouse interactions, for instance, this would also be a two-dimensional space. As we want to also capture the physical aspects of visualization and interaction and how they relate to their algorithmic counterparts, we consider two additional spaces:
The output space O, which represents the space the graphical output representations are generated in. This space will most frequently correspond to the positions of the pixels on a desktop monitor, but it can, e.g., also be three-dimensional for true 3D displays [28] . The manipulation space M represents the space the input modalities operate in. For mouse movements on tables or touch input this would be a planar two-dimensional space, while it would be a threedimensional space for a tracked 6DOF-device. The distinction between V and I on the one side and O and M on the other side is meaningful as the results of the same visualization technique or interaction mechanism may be presented on or controlled by different types of physical devices operating in spaces of different scale and dimensionality.
Finally, the user space U represents the model generated in the user's mind facilitated by an interactive visualization system. It hence represents how the user ultimately understands the data, and hence will be greatly affected by any transformation that the data undergoes, how different interaction mechanisms affect the visual representation of the data, based on the involved perceptual and cognitive processes.
To understand the relationships between these spaces we can now examine the mappings between as represented in Fig. 1 . These mappings are initially based on relations between single points in the respective spaces. They can be also applied, however, to sets of points in parallel to account, for example, for interactions like selecting regions or sub-spaces or manipulating other objects such as cutting planes or selection brushes that have a non-zero extent or that require the specification of more than a single point.
The visualization mapping v is the mapping from the data space D to the visualization space V , i.e., it describes how the visual encoding transforms data values and their locations into visual representations. v can be thought of as the entire visualization pipeline, and must not be confused with the single stage of the same name in some visualization pipeline descriptions. The interaction mapping i, on the other hand, describes the mapping from the interaction space I to D. The output mapping o describes the mapping from the visualization space V to the output space O, i.e., the transformations involved in the process of converting a visualization into physical visual stimuli on an output device, e.g., colored pixels on a monitor. Likewise, the manipulation mapping m is the mapping from the manipulation space M to the interaction space I , e.g., the conversion of mouse movements to 2D cursor positions. Finally, we can also regard the user's perception u p as a mapping from the output space O to the user space U . This mapping is meant to capture all transformations involved in the perceptual and cognitive processes translating from visual stimuli to the user's mental model. For instance, it incorporates the fact that, as mentioned before, a pair of projections of 3D data will be perceived stereoscopically if presented to the user's eyes in a suitable manner (e.g., using shutter glasses). In the other direction, we can regard the user's action u a as a mapping from the user space U to the manipulation space M . This mapping also underlines the dependence between visualization and interaction, as users' actions will clearly be influenced by their mental model which is, in turn, affected by the visualization and output mapping. The formation of a mental model from the presented data can thus be thought of in terms of the function composition (to be read from right to left) as u p o v, while a user's interaction with the data based on a conscious action can be written as i m u a . While u p and u a are, in principle, specific to each individual user and may exhibit considerable variations across the population, 4 general knowledge from perception and cognition research allows us to at least consider some aspects of these mappings as constant. In any case, as visualization researchers or practitioners we can affect the design of the technical aspects of a system such that they represent the best match for a given set of perceptual and cognitive constraints. Hence, from a visualization designer's point of view, our aim is typically to select an appropriate v and i as well as-although somewhat less frequently considered-o and m based on a given u p and u a to help users generate a mental model which best represents the underlying data. Our discussion thus mostly focuses on the diagram's left and center parts. The main purpose of our model is to provide a means for understanding the correspondences between visualization and interaction and their implications, but does not aim to address the suitability of a particular visualization mapping, which is a separate issue that is addressed in the work of Kindlmann and Scheidegger [53] , for instance.
To understand the implications of our proposed model, we can now further examine the direct mappings between the visual and the interactive spaces. First, the visualizationinteraction mapping vi, which is the mapping between visualization space V and interaction space I , characterizes the degree of mismatch between v and i. If i ¼ v À1 , i.e., the interaction mapping is the inverse of the visualization mapping, then vi ¼ id V which corresponds to the highest degree of visualization-interaction directness. As an example, consider the visualization of a 2D scalar field as a color-mapped image. The visualization mapping would then include a 2D viewport transformation T which maps grid points to viewport coordinates. A 2D picking interaction on the output image is the inverse transformation T À1 . If, on the other hand, we consider the visualization of a 3D scalar field using direct volume rendering, the mapping is generally not invertible as several grid points may be covered by a single pixel. Such a case would exhibit a lower visualization-interaction directness.
For the second major aspect of directness, we consider the output-manipulation mapping om, i.e., the mapping between the output space O and the manipulation space M . If vi ¼ id V , and the manipulation mapping is the inverse of the output mapping, i.e., m ¼ o À1 , then the two spaces collapse with om ¼ id O . This means that the achievable level of om directness is constrained by the vi directness. This constraining happens, for instance, on a 2D touchscreen interface displaying 2D data where the user is, in principle, able to directly manipulate the visual elements on screen. A similar setup, but using a common desktop monitor and a mouse, still exhibits high vi directness, but here O and M remain separate, potentially imposing a higher cognitive load on the user to integrate them. In fact, as discussed by L opez et al. [23] , human task performance is affected by the complexity of this mapping: A rotation around a single axis (e.g., for typical vertical desktop monitors where the mouse is manipulated on a horizontal surface in front of the screen), for instance, is much easier to handle than if a second rotation axis is involved (e.g., if the monitor is, in addition, rotated by 90 degrees around the viewing axis).
It can be seen that the separate discussion of v and o as well as m and i does not mean that these mappings are independent. Quite on the contrary, a given choice of output or input modalities will clearly limit the meaningful number of visualization and interaction mappings, and the converse is also true. For instance, an inherently two-dimensional visualization will generally not benefit from a stereoscopic output device just as a two-dimensional interaction mapping is not aided by a 3D 4. For instance, some individuals are incapable of stereoscopic vision or suffer from color blindness; likewise, not all types of manipulation devices or mechanisms may be equally accessible to all users due to physical limitations. spatial input modality. On the other hand, if the data space has a higher dimensionality, stereoscopic visualization and interaction can be beneficial. The work of Alper et al. [62] is a good example for this. Their study showed that for non-planar graphs, which exhibit many edge crossings in conventional 2D embeddings, user performance can be significantly enhanced by using stereoscopic highlighting technique where selected nodes and edges are lifted from the plane in order to resolve ambiguities.
Thoughts on Measuring Directness
While it is possible to construct simple examples where a high degree of directness is achievable, i.e., the involved visualization and output mappings are indeed invertible, for most visualization scenarios this is not possible. In particular, technical constraints often prevent the realization of invertible mappings, especially if the data dimensionality is higher than 2. For instance, a visualization mapping of v :
will generally not be invertible. If, however, we are primarily interested in a 2D manifold embedded in 3D space, an invertible mapping is possible. We can often use additional information to make a particular mapping a quasi-inverse of its counterpart, i.e., to closely approximate the inversion by exploiting knowledge about its algorithmic characteristics. For instance, while it is generally not possible to reconstruct a single 3D position from a 2D pixel location of a semitransparent DVR image because multiple 3D samples are blended into a single pixel, Wiebel et al. [63] identified the object along the ray profile which maximally contributes to the pixel's appearance to derive such a position. This raises the question of whether it is meaningfully possible to quantify the directness of a particular mapping. So far, we have seen that the maximum directness both in terms of the visualization-interaction mapping and in terms of the output-manipulation mapping is achieved if the involved spaces collapse, and we have shown that in some cases it may be possible to increase the degree of directness by using additional information. The ways in which indirectness can be increased are countless.
Let us now assume an importance function IðxÞ 2 ½0; 1 which quantifies degree of interest in each data element x, for a given interaction technique and intent as well as visual mapping. A measure for the indirectness of vi (and, analogously, om) can then be defined as
A visualization mapping v maps a data location x into visualization space (e.g., a 2D plane), while the interaction mapping i maps a location in interaction space (e.g., also a 2D plane) back into the data space. Ideally, the distance between the original data space location and a location that has undergone both mappings x À iðviðvðxÞÞÞ j j is zero. Hence, by accumulating and weighting the differences, we obtain a measure that characterizes the behavior of these mappings over all relevant data space locations. Our visualization-interaction (or output-manipulation) mapping is maximally direct for all relevant data elements if D v;i is zero. For non-zero but sufficiently small values, we can consider i to be a quasi-inverse of v, while large values correspond to a lower degree of directness. This discussion assumes a visualization-centric point of view where we aim to quantify the degree of indirectness of an interaction mapping for a given visualization mapping. It is equally correct, however, to say that v is a quasi-inverse of i-in particular in the case of o and m the choice of reference may be less clear in some cases. As the value of D, due to the countless ways indirectness can be achieved, is unbounded in general, we can see that there is no distinct boundary between "direct" and "indirect," but rather a gradual transition towards increasingly indirect interaction. The importance function IðxÞ represents the fact that, even for mappings that are clearly not invertible in a mathematical sense, a suitable quasi-inverse may be found if additional knowledge is incorporated. While we chose to formulate Eqn. (1) in a continuous manner, in practice we almost always will have to use a numerical approximation and hence will draw samples from the data space and sum up the weighted distances. Similarly, when dealing with discrete data, the integral in the equation can be interpreted in the sense of discrete calculus, and becomes a sum. We discuss details on a possible implementation of the indirectness measure we proposed in Eqn. (1) and corresponding experimental results in Section 6.3.
Composite Mappings
While our discussion has so far only focused on simple setups which only feature a single type of mapping, most real-world systems incorporate multiple distinct mappings. For instance, a typical multi-view visualization application as in Fig. 2 will feature several windows displaying the same data using multiple visualization techniques and a set of corresponding interaction mechanisms. A volume dataset, for example, may be presented in a 3D direct volume rendering view, a 2D slice view, as well as a histogram view. A visualization system for abstract data also typically contains multiple linked views such as scatterplots, parallel coordinates, bar-or line graphs, map views, etc. Each of these views may exhibit a different degree of directness. Similarly, often multiple manipulation and/or output mappings are combined, e.g., keyboard and mouse with head-tracking and a wand device.
The goal of employing multiple distinct visual mappings is often to represent different aspects of the data (e.g., spatial distribution of data values in a 3D rendering versus frequency information in a histogram) and specific interaction tasks will be localized to the individual views. As the principle mappings for each view are distinct, a multi-view system will exhibit a set of distinct degrees of directness for vi and, potentially, om. Composite mappings can thus facilitate increased degrees of directness for particular tasks. For instance, precise localization tasks for 3D data are often performed in slice views where a high level of vi directness is achievable. On the other hand, it has been shown that the required visual attention switching may have detrimental effects on performance [64] and this trade-off needs to be taken into account in the overall design of a visualization system. Within the framework of our model, we can regard multiple mappings from/to the same data as being associated with different importance functions (see Eqn. (1)) related to the respective task.
MODEL INSTANCE DERIVATION
To ease application of the model proposed in the previous section to existing interactive visualization scenarios, we describe the evolution of particular instances of the model by going back to the initial examples of this paper from Section 2. With these derivations we also demonstrate the descriptive usage of our model, i.e., its application to existing visualization systems.
Spatial Data Scenario. In this example a user interactively explored a volumetric data set using two major visual representations (Fig. 2) . First, and most obviously, the system provides the 3D volume-rendered representation as seen on the left. Second, the transfer function editor shown on the right also incorporates a representation of the data by means of the histogram displayed in blue. In the context of these two visual representations, the user can employ several spatial interaction techniques. Volume rendering offers camera navigation by means of a virtual trackball, while the transfer function widget supports navigation of the transfer function space and enables selections/highlighting in the value domain. While the volume rendering can be considered the main visualization, the transfer function editor with the histogram rather serves as an interaction widget. Therefore, we focus our model instance derivation on the volume rendering view and only point out that a model instance can be derived similarly for the histogram view.
We start our derivation by taking into account the visualization mapping v. Direct volume rendering applies a comparably simple global transformation to the data, since no aggregation or clustering as well as deformation of the Cartesian grid is applied, and thus the neighborhood relation of the actual data points is conserved. Hence, v is mainly parameterized by the camera parameters, which are defined by the model, view, and projection matrices as well as the used compositing function. Accordingly, we can express v as an affine transformation which can be represented as a 4 Â 4 matrix together with the subsequent blending of semitransparent structures. While often only a single depth value is preserved, we acknowledge the research that has been conducted regarding volumetric picking [63] , [65] and thus can consider i to be a quasi-inverse of v, as already discussed in Section 4. This consideration takes into account that a single 3D position that matches the content depicted in the image can often be approximated. Therefore, a relatively high degree of vi directness is achieved in this example.
The subsequent output mapping o is given by the presentation of the image on a desktop monitor. As o leads to a 2D image which represents a projection of 3D space, the user can examine it to gain insights about the 3D data, i.e., applying u p , the mapping from the output space O to the user space U . The manipulation mapping m, however, is defined by a standard mouse as the primary input device, which is operated in a different physical space than the presented image. Accordingly, as discussed in Section 4, this desktop-based interaction setup renders the manipulation mapping m invertible, but not direct. Based on the cursor movements on the screen, the mouse movement can be derived, but it is transformed w.r.t. the mouse and screen coordinate systems. The fact that manipulation occurs in a different physical space than the presentation of visual results means that this example exhibits a lower degree of om directness. The user's action u a has to occur in a different physical space than the one where its perceived effects will be seen.
An interesting aspect of this particular setup is the degree of mental integration between these two distinct spaces that occurs as part of the u p and u a mappings. It can often be seen that trained users can perform remarkably well at this, while novice users frequently show initial problems. This implies that there may be different classes of o and m pairs for which the degree of perceived directness may increase with sufficient training and experience. We leave further exploration of this aspect as an interesting direction for future work and point to hints for this discussion in the work by Hutchins et al. [21] .
Abstract Data Scenario. The second example described in Section 2 employed the combination of parallel coordinates with a 2D scatterplot, to explore multi-variate data initially stored in a table.
Again we start our analysis by considering the visualization mapping v. For both cases, we can observe a transformation of the data-from the table to the visual representation-which can be described with a rather simple mapping. In the parallel coordinates case, we can directly interpret the columns of the table as parallel coordinate axes. In the 2D scatterplot a similar mapping can be observed, but one of the two selected axis needs to be transformed, such that they are orthogonal to each other. When analyzing the possibility to select data points in the two visual representations, it can be observed that in the parallel coordinates plot no unambiguous data selection may be possible, depending on the clutter of the shown data entries. However, in the past techniques have been developed to reduce the clutter in parallel coordinate plots (e.g., [66] ). While stereoscopic techniques might help to overcome these selection ambiguities, involving stereoscopy would result in another scenario. Hence, in a monoscopic scenario, the unambiguous selection is a problem, which cannot be overcome. In principle an unambiguous selection is also impossible for 2D scatterplots; i.e., when a high amount of overdraw occurs. Nevertheless, here the overdraw of two points would mean that they have the same values-or that the screen resolution could not resolve their differences-and thus could not be distinguished by a spatial selection anyway. For the scatterplot representation we thus consider i to be an inverse of v, and achieve a high degree of vi directness in this example, while we have a less degree of vi directness when it comes to parallel coordinates. Depending on the output device, O and M are identical-for the stereoscopic case-or not. The same observation thus holds for om.
APPLICATION EXAMPLES AND CLASSIFICATION
Based on the practical derivation of a specific single instance of our model in the previous section, we can now further benefit from the descriptive power of the model and apply it to several examples of interactive visualization scenarios found in literature. In this section we present how these scenarios can be expressed through our model, mainly to demonstrate two qualities of the proposed model. First, we demonstrate that the proposed model is general enough to capture a wide variety of scenarios. Second, we show that, despite its generality, the model can still be applied within a practical context. To reach both goals, in the first section we propose a way to group application examples based on our model. While this is done based on a specific example, i.e., data selection, we discuss further real-world scenarios with respect to this grouping in the second section. The third section is dedicated to the description of an exemplary implementation of the quantitative indirectness measure D v;i and a discussion of experiments with this implementation.
Scenario Classification
To classify existing scenarios by means of our proposed model we take into account the visualization-interaction mapping vi and the output-manipulation mapping om. As stated in Section 4, if the interaction mapping i is the inverse of the visualization mapping v, the two spaces V and I collapse and we have the most direct form of vi which is the identity mapping. In many cases, however, the mappings v and i are not inverse and the mapping vi is thus less direct. As also discussed above, we consider quasi-inverse mappings which facilitate an inversion by taking into account contextual information. We thus obtain three representative cases for vi, while-with respect to om-we only distinguish two cases: the spaces O and M either collapse (i.e., the om mapping is the identity) or those spaces do not collapse. We have not taken quasi-invertible mappings into account for om because this part of our model directly relates to the user's manipulation movement: it can either coincide with the output space, or it does not. In total we thus obtain 2 Â 3 ¼ 6 classes based on the directness of vi and om. The model graph from Fig. 1 lends itself to visually represent the different classes. In Fig. 3 we provide such a representation where shorter distances correspond to higher directness of mappings. To further illustrate the classes, in the following discussion we provide example scenarios for each class by considering data selection as a commonly performed interaction in visualization.
Class 1-v; i: Inverse, om: Identity. Both vi and om are the identity if the spaces V and I as well as O and M collapse, respectively. This is the case, for example, for abstract data (e.g., data values in tables or relationship information) which is encoded as a 2D representation, shown on a 2D screen, on which the input is physically provided, which again is interpreted as manipulations on the 2D representation. For instance, interactions such as selection within a 2D scatterplot visualization on a 2D touchscreen 5 fall into this category (e.g., [68] ). A related case for 3D data representations exists as well, when all spaces are truly three-dimensional, for instance when making a selection in a 3D dataset that is displayed in a stereoscopic CAVE 6 while using a 3D-tracked input device (e.g., [69] , [70] , [71] ). In both examples not only do V and I as well as O and M collapse, respectively, but all four spaces are virtually identical. Interactive visualization scenarios that are similar to these examples thus lead to users perceiving a high degree of interaction directness. Class 2-v; i: Quasi-Inverse, om: Identity. When the v and i mappings are not inverse such as for the case of displaying a 2D projection of a 3D visual representation, contextual information can be used to relate interaction input from the 2D input space to the 3D space of the visual representation; i thus becomes quasi-inverse of v. An example is a context-sensitive selection within a 3D point cloud dataset displayed on a 2D touchscreen (e.g., [72] , [73] )-contextual information is used to derive a 3D selection volume from the 2D input. Another example is the selection within a semi-transparent 3D dataset displayed on a powerwall using a tracked input device (e.g., [70] ). Class 3-v; i: Non-Inverse, om: Identity. In particular when the data to be visualized has no particular spatial component, the mapping from data space to visualization space often offers a higher degree of flexibility, as no predetermined spatial arrangement exists for visualization and interaction. It must be established by the designer. When combining such visualizations with more direct display and manipulation hardware, we obtain a specific group, where v and i are noninverse, and om is the identity. Common example applications would, for instance, be the selection of data points through a histogram on a 2D touchscreen, or the manipulation of data points through parallel coordinates in a stereoscopic CAVE with a 3D-tracked input device. Class 4-v; i: Inverse, om: Not Identity. Assuming v and i as inverse and om as not identity, we can naturally group all typical desktopbased scientific visualization applications which do not display the data semi-transparently. Accordingly, representative examples for this group would be the selection within a 2D dataset in a standard desktop environment, or the selection within a projection of an opaque 3D surface in a standard desktop environment-in both cases using mouse, remote pointer, or certain forms of tangible or even gazebased input. 5. In this specific example a small vertical offset exists between the displayed 2D image (O) and the input sensing (M ) but this offset is typically ignored by the user-it is smaller than the error introduced by the "fat fingers" and the perceived horizontal offset in input sensing [67] .
6. Here, O technically comprises two 2D images, but these images correctly displayed together form a 3D view from the perspective of the observer.
Class 5-v; i: Quasi-Inverse, om: Not Identity. One example of this class is picking within a semi-transparent 3D dataset displayed on a standard PC screen with the input provided by the mouse and where contextual information is used to derive the perceptually most likely picking depth (e.g., [63] ). The difference to the second class above with quasi-inverse v and i is that, here, the spaces O and M are different: the projection of the visual data representation is on the screen (O), while the input with the mouse takes place on the desktop (M ).
Class 6-v; i: Non-Inverse, om: Not Identity. The last of the six groups is potentially the biggest, since it captures all combinations where no particular consideration was given to directness. We consider all scenarios where v and i are non-inverse and where om is not the identity. Due to the fact that the latter is true for all common desktop systems, this group spans a large number of scenarios. However, the constraint with respect to v and i is that they are non-inverse, so mappings having a lower degree of directness fall within this group. With respect to our data selection example, we consider the selection of data points through a histogram in a standard desktop environment by means of mouse input as a representative. For instance, systems that incorporates complex analysis functionality initiated by menus or toolbars would likely fall into this class.
The attentive reader has observed that the given example scenarios are roughly ordered with decreasing directness. Accordingly, more true-to-the-data representations together with appropriate displays appear at the beginning, while more abstract representations in standard desktop environments appear towards the end of the list. Furthermore, it can be observed that an invertible om is, in most cases, realized by means of virtual reality technology. Finally, it can be seen that the type of data also has an effect on the invertibility and thus the overall directness. When, for instance, one is performing a selection within a projection of an opaque data set, a 2D screen is sufficient for an invertible selection interaction, while this is not the case for semi-transparent representations where multiple data points coincide in screen space.
Example Visualization Scenario Discussion
To better illustrate the implications of our model for practical interactive data visualization scenarios, we now discuss several common real-world environments with respect to the proposed model. In particular, we discuss VR-based environments for the exploration of 3D data, PC environments that rely on 2D projections of 3D visualizations, tactile interaction with the same data representations, and interaction with 2D visualizations of 2D spatial or abstract data.
3D-Tracked Interaction in VR with
Volumetric Data
While we have derived a model instance for desktop-based volume interaction already in Section 5, we now focus on VR-based interaction. Within immersive environments, interactions such as specifying 3D locations, selecting and manipulating 3D objects, and moving within the 3D space are essential. Many researchers and practitioners intuitively perceive a 3D-tracked interaction with a 3D representation of volumetric data in a virtual environment (e.g., [70] or Fig. 4) to be direct and, in particular, more direct than the interaction with the same representation on a desktop screen. Applying our model supports this intuition. In a VR environment, the presentation of 3D data and the tracked interaction specifying a certain position in space by simply moving the tracked object to the desired position happen in the same space. In terms of our model this situation means that om is the identity mapping, and essentially that all the spaces D, V , O, M , and I collapse, at least from a conceptual perspective that abstracts from a more technical point of view (Class 1). This allows users to directly relate physical input, the virtual effects of this input, the changes to the data (space), and the resulting changes to the visual representation with each other, with the space U also being closely related to D. Different metaphors for selecting positions or objects in virtual environments exist (e.g., [75] , [76] ) and not all of them exhibit the same degree of directness. A common example is pointing with a wand-like device towards an object and determining the selected object by ray intersection. Due to the distance between the location of the input device in M to its effect in I (Class 4) it is less direct than the interaction described before because now vi is not necessarily the identity mapping.
Exploration of Volumetric Data on a 2D Touch Screen
The previous scenario is a common environment for the exploration of 3D data. With the advance of new input sensing technology over the past decade or two, however, additional spatial exploration settings have become available such as touch-sensitive displays, and several approaches for 3D exploration have been developed and investigated [77] . In comparison to, in particular, desktop/workstation-based settings and environments, this tactile form of spatial interaction is often cited to be more direct (e.g., [13] )-not only for the interaction with 3D data (e.g., [13] , [78] ). The left part of our model's instance for this case resembles that of desktop-based interaction discussed in Section 5. The mappings v and i are inverse, quasi-inverse, or noninverse depending on the specific interaction technique. For instance, a translation parallel to the view plane for an orthographically projected data representation would be invertible (Class 1; e.g., [79] , [80] ). Most interactions, however, require at least some contextual information to make the mappings quasi-inverse (Class 2). Translations parallel Fig. 4 . Visualization of volumetric data in CAVE environment controlled using head tracking and a tracked wand device [74] . Image courtesy of and ß Claudia H€ anel and Bernd Hentschel, used with permission.
to the view plane in perspectively projected representations, for instance, need to infer a specific plane in 3D space to which the 2D translation input is being mapped (e.g., [81] , [82] , [83] , [84] ), while ARCBALL-like rotations [85] need to infer a center of rotation (e.g., [81] , [82] , [84] , [86] , [87] ; see Fig. 5a ). Similarly, a spatial selection based on a drawn 2D lasso can use contextual information to infer the specific 3D selection volume likely meant by the user (e.g., [72] , [73] ; see Fig. 5b ).
The right part of our model, however, differs for touchbased input from the desktop scenarios. In contrast to the previous case of using input devices that operate in a different space from that of the displayed image (Classes 4-6), touch-based input is captured in the same space where the 2D image is displayed: O and M are identical/collapse (Classes 1-3 ). This means that the om mapping is more direct than that for desktop environments, requiring less mental processing for the person working with the interface.
Nonetheless, both are 2D spaces so a user still has to mentally integrate the dimensional distance between these 2D spaces and the 3D data space (Fig. 6 ). This mental integration involves a mapping of the input from I to D, which is done algorithmically but really happens in the u p mapping from O to U . It is aided by the fact that V , O, M , and I are all 2D spaces which are collapsed, 7 so the input in M intuitively relates to a position in O and its effect is algorithmically mapped to D and, simultaneously, mentally to U .
The discussion so far relates to stationary display/input device combinations on which spatial input is being provided. Touch-sensitive displays, however, can also be used in the form of mobile, tangible displays where the location and orientation of the display itself can be a form of input, while the display shows the projected 3D view depending on this input. For example, the tangible display can show the view of a virtual camera that is attached to the tangible device (e.g., [23] , [88] ) or the viewer (e.g., [89] ), or it can function as a slicing plane through the data (e.g., [90] ), in both cases with respect to a (typically) invisible 3D dataset that exists in the same physical space as the tangible device. Yet, its existence is only established in the u p mapping from O to U . If the tangible device location and orientation, for instance, is used as a handle to manipulate the imagined data location and orientation (e.g., [89] ) then the manipulations of the device in a three-dimensional M affect both the mapping v (projected view on the tangible device) as well as o (the physical location of the display with respect to U and M ). The tangible device then becomes a direct or indirect handle for manipulations of the (projected) view on the data: Direct for the virtual camera [88] because the location/orientation of the tangible device in M matches that of the virtual camera in I , D, and U ; indirect for the tangible data manipulations [89] because the manipulations of the device in M are only used as offsets to manipulations of the location of the data with respect to M or U ; i.e., the location of data remains constant w.r.t. the display of the tangible device. Any additional (tactile) input on the tangible, however, is still governed by the same 3D-2D mapping considerations as described before.
Interaction with 2D Representations of 2D Spatial Data
The issue with the mental mapping from 3D space to a 2D data representation does not present itself in the case when data is explored that is inherently two-dimensional. For example, geospatial visualizations (e.g., OpenStreetMap or similar; Fig. 7 ) are often thought of as 2D data, so the spaces D, V , and I collapse, resulting in the spatial interaction with such data (e.g., translations, rotations, scaling) being perceived to be quite direct. Depending on the specific input device that is being used, O and M may also collapse into the same space (for touch-based or pen input, Class 1) or remain separated (e.g., mouse-based or gaze-based input, Class 4), with the implications for the perception of directness for the interacting person already described in Section 6.2.2. Fig. 5 . Examples of direct-touch interaction with projected 3D data: (a) navigation [84] and (b) spatial selection [73] . Both images ß IEEE (2010 and 2012, respectively), used with permission. Fig. 6 . Illustration of the direct-touch interaction with 3D data showing the mental mapping necessary for the mappings v and i (and, respectively, u p and u a ): The 2D display space in the illustration corresponds to the spaces V , O, M , and I simultaneously, while the 3D data shown behind the screen corresponds to the spaces D and U . Image ß 2013 Tobias Isenberg, used with permission. Fig. 7 . Interface to explore geospatial 2D visualizations-typically displayed on a 2D screen and controlled with the mouse.
7. We (here) treat V and I as being collapsed for all interaction designs that lead to inverse or quasi-inverse mappings v and i.
Interaction with 2D Representations of Abstract Data
The exploration of multi-dimensional abstract data may initially seem similar to 3D data as discussed in Sections 5 and 6.2.2: The mapping from D to V typically involves a projection to a lower-dimensional space, and the mapping from I to D, consequently, requires at least some contextual information to make it quasi-inverse (Class 2 or Class 5), otherwise it remains non-inverse (Class 3 or Class 6). While this reasoning is valid from a technical perspective, the case of 2D representations of abstract data is different from that of 3D spatial data because, for abstract data, no inherent mapping and thus no inherent interpretation of the resulting representation exists: The arrangement of visual elements to represent data in 2D space affects the mental model that viewers construct of the representation (e.g., [1, Ch. 7] )-people use such representations to form an "external memory" [1, Sec. 1.4] to "amplify cognition" [2] . Some personality traits may even have an influence on a person's mental model as shown, e.g., by Ziemkiewicz et al. [91] . In these considerations the user space U is quite different from the data space D. Consequently, manipulations in I are no longer necessarily interpreted as manipulations of D (also since a mental model of such a high-dimensional space is difficult to impossible to construct) but as manipulations of elements of the mental model, with the latter being heavily influenced by the mapping that leads to V . This situation results in a quite direct mapping if elements in V are directly affected due to the manipulations in I . Interestingly, such manipulations can also occasionally be interpreted as manipulations of a temporally existing 3D data (and thus user) space (e.g., [93] ), then requiring the same considerations for directness as we discussed for the exploration of 3D data on 2D surfaces. 8 Similarly, the use of a specific input paradigm also has an effect on the perception of directness such as the difference between tactile (e.g., Fig. 8 ) and mouse-based control, with the same considerations as discussed earlier in the section.
Certain forms of tangible interaction are also an interesting case in this context because they often carry the data view on the manipulated device. Spindler et al.'s [95] Tangible Views, for example, can be used to select subsets of abstract data visualizations through translations of a tangible device, while the device itself carries the visualization as it changes during interaction. Depending on how the interaction with the Tangible View is interpreted, however, this interaction can be classified as Class 1-if the device is seen as a window that extends one's hand and which one moves in the same spatial context as the visualization-or as Class 4-if the motion of the physical representation of the view is interpreted as largely being distant from the finger/ hand that is manipulating it.
A Practical Application of the Quantitative Indirectness Measure
While we have already discussed how, in principle, our indirectness measure D v;i (see Eqn. (1)) can be applied to quantify the degree of directness for a particular visualization setup, we now demonstrate the feasibility of this process using a concrete scenario. Our goal here is not to derive new insights; on the contrary, we want to demonstrate that our measure is capable of reflecting intuitive design choices that have been documented in the literature. For this purpose, we choose the comparatively simple and easy to understand scenario of DVR picking and outline two examples below. Our implementation 9 evaluates the integral in Eqn. (1) by summing up (and normalizing) the argument values for a large number (8,000 in our experiments) of samples uniformly distributed within a dataset. We obtain the value for a sample x by first using the DVR representation, i.e., projecting the sample position onto the bounding box of the dataset (visualization mapping v), and then applying a picking technique (interaction mapping i) which selects a 3D position along the viewing direction according to a clicked position in screen space and a specific criterion. Here vi bridges the gap between the position on the bounding box and the one in screen space. We then weight the distance between the resulting position iðviðvðxÞÞÞ and x using a pre-defined importance function (details in the examples below) evaluated at x. To obtain view-independent values, we compute projections along different viewing directions (26 in our experiments). Furthermore, to make D v;i comparable across experiments, we scaled the datasets to fit into the unit cube ½0; 1 Â ½0; 1 Â ½0; 1.
Example 1. For this example we computed D v;i for a DVR with an isosurface transfer function for a low isovalue such as shown in Figs. 2 or 9a. As importance function IðxÞ we chose the opacity at the original sample position x because important features are commonly assigned higher opacities to make them visually salient. With the described configuration we compare the results for three different picking criteria [20] , namely maximum intensity, maximum opacity, and first-hit (first encountered non-zero opacity).
As expected, the first-hit (D v;i ¼ 0:000823) and the maximum opacity (D v;i ¼ 0:0006895) criteria result in low indirectness. Locations with high opacity are correctly selected by these criteria, thus contributing only small distances to D v;i . Locations with zero opacity result in large distances because they are not selected by the picking criteria Fig. 8 . Interface to explore abstract data representations (e. g., scatterplots) using a touch display [92] . Image courtesy of and ß 2015 Visualization Lab @ Georgia Tech, used with permission.
8. Of course, there is also work on mapping abstract data to a 3D representation [94] ; for such visualizations the considerations in Section 6.2.2 apply as well. (locations with high opacities are selected instead). However, these large distances are weighted by the importance function which is zero. These distances thus do not increase D v;i .
The maximum intensity criterion (D v;i ¼ 0:002407) yields much larger indirectness because it may produce large distances for locations considered important (large importance function values). As the considered transfer function maps low intensities to high opacities, it assigns low intensity locations a high importance. The picking criterion, however, selects a location with high intensity which may have a large distance to the initial location x.
Example 2. Our second example uses a transfer function producing foggy DVR images (Fig. 9b) . This transfer function maps most values to small but non-zero opacity. In addition, it maps few values (close to the isovalue) to high opacities.
For the same picking criteria and importance function as above, we expect the first-hit criterion to result in the highest indirectness. Due to the overall non-zero opacity, it results in positions on the dataset boundary for all samples x and thus in large distances to most of these samples. Our experiments confirm this: for maximum intensity we get D v;i ¼ 0:001707, for maximum opacity we get D v;i ¼ 0:0007630, and for firsthit we get D v;i ¼ 0:002079. The maximum intensity criterion also appears to be relatively indirect again because high intensities have been mapped to low opacities by the transfer function. Although there are no locations with zero opacity and thus zero importance in this example, the maximum opacity criterion benefits from the very low opacity and importance around the high opacity regions which eliminate the influence of the regions where the criterion selects the "wrong" locations.
Other Examples. Other importance functions might also be of interest for DVR such as those that use original data values, i.e., intensity, or simply a uniform importance of 1. We also tested such examples but found these results less instructive and thus do not discuss them here. Such functions result in considerably different quantitative results, which shows how strongly D v;i depends on the chosen function that models what is important to users. Thus D v;i has its limitations in cases in which the importance of the samples to the user is difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, the two examples discussed above show that the indirectness measure D v;i can be used to compare different interaction techniques in a setting where an importance function can be given and evaluated.
DISCUSSION
In the past years, we have seen an increased emphasis on theoretical contributions in visualization, and several important advances have been made in establishing a sound scientific foundation for the field. The work we presented in this paper was motivated by a gap in the literature regarding the notion of spatial interaction directness in visualization and our aim was to contribute to an improved understanding of its nature. The proposed model can be used in three principal ways: (1) descriptive-for describing existing interactive visualization solutions, (2) evaluative-to help assess design alternatives, and (3) generative-to support the creation of novel ideas and solutions.
Descriptive Usage. As demonstrated in Sections 5, 6.1 and 6.2, the proposed model, its structural abstraction, and its terminology can be employed to abstractly describe interactive visualization setups and systems with respect to their interaction capabilities. By clarifying the notion of directness and its dimensions, the model will facilitate improved communication with respect to this previously only vaguely defined term. In particular, the distinction between vi and om directness can help researchers to reduce contradictory descriptions and can assist them in highlighting meaningful differences between individual system designs. Indeed, in our analysis of the literature, we came across several examples where vi and om directness were confounded, which can obscure subtle but important differences and thus has a detrimental effect when comparing different setups. We described several visualization scenarios in terms of our model and showed how they correspond to examples in the literature. We are therefore confident that the introduced framework is descriptive for a wide range of instances and that it can contribute to establishing a more precise terminology for the important aspect of interaction in visualization.
Evaluative Usage. While the first parts of Section 6 focused on the descriptive use of our model, we demonstrated the evaluative usage in Section 6.3. By introducing a measure for the degree of indirectness exhibited by a pair of v; i or o; m mappings (Eqn. (1)), our framework facilitates the evaluation of different design alternatives. In particular, we believe that the presented model can form the basis for establishing a quantitative link between mapping indirectness and various measures of performance. Existing studies have already explored the influence of directness on task performance [96] but only made a binary distinction between direct and indirect, which makes it difficult to explore this relationship in a more detailed manner. We also want to emphasize that we do not argue that an increased level of directness necessarily leads to better performance in general. On the contrary, it is our hypothesis that the correspondence between directness and different performance measures is highly task-dependent. We envision future studies which will relate performance and vi as well as om directness for existing task taxonomies. Given such data, it will be highly interesting to see the predictive power of our measure.
Generative Usage. Given the fact that at least our vi indirectness measure can be numerically approximated (for om directness, this may be more challenging), we foresee the possibility of directly computing estimates for an existing or proposed interaction technique based on a set of given importance functions which model user tasks. A modular visualization framework such as MeVisLab 10 or Inviwo [97] , for instance, could automatically suggest interaction schemes for a chosen visualization setup based on their directness. While the realization of these goals certainly requires substantial further work, in this paper we aim to lay the groundwork for such developments. Further exploration of the quantification of interaction directness may also provide us with additional means for steering and/or optimizing interaction methods in visualization. Feature detection methods, for instance, may be used to establish an importance function as used in Eqn. (1) to automatically adapt the directness of an interaction technique with respect to these features. Lindow et al. [98] already presented work along a similar line of thought-they linearize the effect of parameter changes with respect to the visual perception of image changes. It is further interesting to note that, at least to a certain degree, previous work on visual encoding has also already incorporated the fact that particular types of visual mappings can be more easily inverted than others. A part of the appeal of unfolded representations of 3D structures [99, Ch. 14] , for instance, is that they facilitate higher vi directness in a 2D interaction space.
An aspect not specifically covered by our model that can increase the perceived directness for interaction in virtual environments is the sense of touch, i.e., (force) feedback when reaching out for a virtual object. While such aspects are, in principle, captured by u p and u a , and can be considered to be part of the i and m mappings, a more explicit representation of the sense of touch or even other senses may be a viable extension. Touch-based interfaces, for example, benefit from their inherent support of somesthetic feedback [100] while the interaction is taking place, leading to a higher degree of similarity of the interaction to the manipulation of a tangible object. Consequently, the manipulation may feel more direct to some users than when using other forms of input for data exploration. In this sense, a "holodeck"-like virtual environment which completely and perfectly immerses the user in a physical representation of the data could be seen as an example for maximal directness.
CONCLUSION
We presented a model of directness in spatial interaction for visualization. Where previous discussions of such interaction scenarios have mostly used the term direct by intuition, our proposed model captures different aspects and degrees of the directness of interaction in a more formal way. Based on a number of mappings connecting different intermediate spaces between data and users, the model enables the analysis of the relations between different steps of the visualization technique and their corresponding parts of the interaction technique in a comprehensive and more detailed way than it has been possible before. In our model, the directness of certain steps of the examined techniques is captured in the invertibility of the mappings and the identity of spaces. We have shown that our proposed model is general enough to cover a wide variety of scenarios, can be used to describe, discuss, and evaluate interactive visualization solutions and designs, and captures characteristics of techniques that allow us more detailed judgments about the directness of spatial interactions with visualizations than have been possible before. We also envision a generative usage of the model that would allow systems to automatically suggest appropriate interaction techniques for given visualizations or vice versa. Finally, we hope that with this paper we can start a discussion on the concept of interaction directness in visualization and beyond, to ultimately arrive at an understanding of how to best design interaction techniques depending on the type of data, visualization approaches, and interactive environments.
We would like to emphasize again that our model thus complements previous discussions of interaction directness (e.g., [21] , [38] , [39] , [40] ) and direct manipulation (e.g., [11] , [12] , [37] ). Our model refers to explicit spatial input and does not cover potentially spatial interaction paradigms such as proxemic interaction [101] . Here, the spatial input does not necessarily refer to data elements but, instead, leads to implicit system reactions or only "afford[s] opportunities for explicit interactions" [101] . 
